
1..4- GERMAN IDEALISM 
& NATURE'S MOST SUBLIME FLOWER 

Hegel. in 1807. balked at the idea that spines could seat addi

tional souls. For him, metamerising nervous arcs and the plastic 

parenchyma represent 'fluid' moments in mind's 'se!f-contained 

existence'; on the contrary, supportive skull and r\gid vertebra\ 

mast are mere antipodal moments in this liquid self-actualization, 

petrifactions and 'self-externalizing' exuviae of spirit's self

realization, Brain is 'living head', spine merely its polarising 'caput 

mortuum'.1 ('Caput mortuum' being the alchemical 'nigredo' 

or waste product from purification, literally 'dead head'). 2 

ln stark contradistinction, Schopenhauer, as we have seen, 

relished the notion of spinal souls. Yet in his geohistorical account 

of a concatenated 'biology' and 'physics' of the unconscious 

(and its aeon-long awakening into conscious homo sapience), 

Schopenhauer is preceded by F.W.J. Schelling (1775-1854): 

first discoverer ol depth psychology and of the law of reca

pitulation. It was the radically novel thinking of Schelling and 

his Naturphi/osophen followers-a school of mad scientist 

polymaths, some of whom we have already met above, Includ

ing Heinrich Steffens (1773-1845), Lorenz Oken (1779-18511). 

Gotthill Heinrich van Schubert (1780-1860). Georg August 

Gold!u13 (1782-1848), Johann Christian Heinroth (1773-1843), 

Hans Christian 0rsted (1777-1851), and Gottfried Reinhold 

Treviranus (1776-1837)-who first developed such notions.3 

1. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit 197-8, 

2. 'Bone and flesh stand in antagonism like air and earth. The muscle is that 

which is polarizing-moving, the bone what is polarized, moved'. Se€ Oken, 

Elements of Physiophi/osophy, 376. 

3 See Gode-von Aesch, Natural $c;/ence in German Romanticism. 
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218 They too, like Hegel, had a strong taste for grandest-possi~I·' 

history and for sweeping teleological development. And,y 

unlike Hegel (and his impatience for sinew and bone as niE! 
skin shed on the W8'J to absolute knowing), the Naturphilo 

phen~followers of Schelling's thoroughly encompassing c 

ception of cosmic nature~were more than willing to wa 

knee deep into the muck and dirt and s!ime, the messy·em , __ 

ical details, of terrestrial history,~ .{;'_, :;-

Naturphi/osoph,e, developed first by Schelling followin[)c
1 

his rupture with the philosophy of Fichte, promulgated a visio_W 

of nature entirely rooted in recapitulationism. 5 Schelling, ·in ·n1s>

Erster Entwurt eines Systems der Naturphi/osophie of 179\Jr 
was explicit: 'with every organic product Nature passes throwGri'::' 
all of [the previous] stages'.6 In his System der tronscende_' 

ta/en ldealismus of the next year, he accordingly envisaci0d\~_\; 
'graduated sequence [of organisation] running parallel tO,·tH·d,{ 
development of the universe'.7 Each stage of this sequef1P~f 

(which Schelling called the Stufenfo/ge) repeats those belo~; 

Applied to the minutiae of physiology, we have seen thatthi~.' 

led Oken to claim that 'the head is none other than a vertebral 

column, and that it consists of four vertebrae [whilst] maXil!~;_:::1 

are nothing else but repetitions of arms and feet, the teEfi:h;/ 

A See iH Grant, 'Being and Slime; The Mathematics of Pcotopiasn, ,{ 

Lorenz Oken's Physiophilosophy', 1n Collapse voL IV: Concept Horror '(Fafr:· 

mouth: Urbanomic, 2008), 287-321. 

5. See R.J. Richards, The Romantic Conception of Life: Science anCfp01R} 

losophy in the Age of Goethe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,_ 20□-:~I/ 
176-180; and DE Snow, Schelflng and the End of Idealism (Albany, NY: SUN\' 

Press, 1996), 67-9. '• 

6. Schelling, First Outline of a System of the Philosophy of Nature, 140ri·': 

7. F.W.J. Schelling, System of Transcendental Idealism, tr, P. Heath (Ch8( 
lottesville, VI: University Press of Virginia, 1997), 123. 

being their nails'.8 Taking this line of thought to its limits, Oken's 

imposing Lehrbuch der Naturphi!osophie is a masterwork of 

such developmental series and their paral\elisms.9 It contains 

the unfolding of an entire universe, starting from the positings 

and unpositings of a generative zero and ascending grandiosely 

through nature's various stages of evolutionary production: 

from 'PNEUMATOGENY', 'HYLOGENY', 'COSMOGENY', 'STO

CHIOGENY', 'GEOLOGY', 'ORGANOGENY', 'PHYTOGENY' and 

'ZOOGENY', to 'PSYCHOLOGY'.10 Providing an ominous (and 

perhaps even prophetic) cadence to his symphonic climax, the 

pinnacle of Oken's evolutionary upsurge-the zenith from 

which alone the whole can be retrospectively encompassed 

and appreciated-is, of course, nineteenth-century Prussian 

culture and, in particular, an identifiably Teutonic 'Art of War'. 11 

Regardless of what-in nineteenth-century Germany

was inevitably coming down the road, the rear-view past was 

ever-present for Oken. It is a matter of strict necessity that 

each of Oken's generative levels repeats all those below. 

Thus, each 'Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal' cannot be consid

ered in 'isolation' (for each class and item 'takes its starting

point from below, and consequently [all] of them pass parallel 

to each other'). 12 Such parallelisms, like connective ligatures, 

8. Oken, Elements of Physiophi/osophy, xii. 

9, An editor of Hegel's, M.J. Petry, assessed Oken's book in 1970 as 'a 

shocking assemblage of ludicrous thoughts and inane observations'. See 

Hegel's Philosophy of Nature, tr. M.J. Petry (London: George Allen and Unwin, 

3 vols .. 1970), vol. 1, 82. This, of course, alerts us to its greatness. 

10. On Oken's 'empty set' see Grant. Philosophies of Nature After Sche/11/lg, 94 

11. Oken, Elements of Physiophi/osophy, 665, On the topic of the historical con

tinuity of Romanticism and Fascism, see A.O Lovejoy, 'The Meaning of Romanti

cism for the Historian of Ideas', Journal of the History of Ideas 2:3 (19"11), 257-78. 

12. Oken, Elements of Physiophi/osophy, xiiL 
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<' 

therefore web not only between organic series but criss-crq:ss/ 

between inorganic and organic series of development. Foll .. 

ing this, Oken noted that the '[e]arthly organs must correspon 

to animal organs': or, the 'mountains, rocky terrain, [and] ctiffS\'.; 
must find their analogues in our own innards. If teeth ore.no/If} 
then nails ore Just stalactites. 'Just as the animal body is finail.~{ 

composed of these organs, so the composition of rocky terraici-.':. 
must produce a terrestrial body, which is the planet', Okeh: 
pronounced.13 From Ritter to Kielmeyer. Schubert to Steff8n$:'; 

the Naturphifosophen were in agreement on this: '[i]norgariiC.'.Y:' 

matters and activities pass parallel [to] the anatomical form~_4(' 
tlons and functions', as Oken put it.14 He went so far as·to say 

that ' [ o ]rganism is what individual planet is' ( because the 'pri 

mary vesicle' of the embryo, in its globlllar form, is but a rep_: 

etition of the forces that 'produce' the planet itself),15 SteffenS< 

summed all this up adequately when he wrote that, given these'.: 

principles, every animal, plant, crystal, and mineral represE;n~S:.·;z 

a 'stage of [terrestrial] development': the totality of which,' 

taken together as one goliath constellation, would thus provid8{ ... 

the 'true history of earth'.16 History is just the decryption of thf< 

relations of body parts; body parts are just a matter of encrYptGq·;; 

history. 

Oken and his Naturphilosophen peers took such develoW 

mental parallelisms as licensing substantive identity and ind_iS_: 

cernibility claims (as opposed to presenting vague analogu9S'' 

or homologues). Following from this, the Naturphilosophen 

13. Oken, Lehrbuch der Noturphilosophie (Jena, 6 vols .. 1813-26), 

224-5. 

1"1. Oken, Elements of Physiophi/osophy, 181. 

15. Ibid., 199, 188 

16. H. Steffens, Beytr6ge zur inner Naturgeschichte (Freiberg, 1801), 96. 

could observe orthograde posture, like Bataille after them, as 

the tautegory of vegetal erection. ('Tautegory', again, being a 

contemporary term for a symbol that somehow literally con-

- substantiates, rather than merely mediates, what it presents. 

Contemporaneously, the basis of this 'literality' and 'consub

stantiation' was often glossed as consisting in a 'genetic' rela

tion of filiation, inheritance, or recapitu\ation.)17 For, as Schelling 

wrote, just as the 'plant bursts forth in the bloom, so the entire 

earth blossoms in the human brain'-nature's 'most sublime 

fiower'.18 Brains are how the earth system thinks, flowers how 

it photosynthesizes. 'Reason is world-understanding', as Oken 

had it.19 For Schelling, '[j]ust as the plant coheres with the sun 

through its bloom (which the plant's "thirst" for light, the move~ 

ments of its stamen induced by light, prove), so the animal 

coheres with the sun through its brain'.20 The horizontal animal

process diverts the vertical vegetative-process, however: 

17. And so, when Oken also says that the coiling morphology of a snail is a 

dim prophesy and 'exalted symbol of mind slumbering deeply within itself', he 

means this literally. 'Circumspection and foresight appear to be the thoughts 

of the Bivalve Mollusca and Snails': their self-infolding shape a tautegory of 

heedful mind. 'What majesty is in a creeping Snail, what reflection, what ear

nestness, what timidity and yet at the same time what firm confidence'. See 

Oken, Elements of Physiophilosophy, 657. On tautegory and the metaphysics 

behind the Romantic symbol, see D. Whistler, Schelling's Theory of Symbolic 

Language: Forming the System of Identity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2013); and N. Halmi, The Genealogy of the Romantic Symbol (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2007). 

18. F.W.J. Schelling. The Philosophical Rupture between Fichte and 

Schelling, tr. M.G. Vater and 0.W. Wood (Albany, NY: SUNY, 2012), 204. 

19. Oken, Elements of Physiophilosophy, 662, 

20. Schelling, The Philosophical Rupture between Fichte and Schelling, 204. 

See also Oken: 'A Philosophy or Eth1cks apart from Physio-philosophy is a non

entity, a bare contradiction, just as a flower without a stem is a non-existent 

thing', in Elements of Physiophilosophy, 656, 
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222 turning with the globe rather than escaping it Not 'until hlifn 

kind does the organised entity again become erect', Schelfi 

notices-as sublunary escape velocity, or, as Alsberg vv.O · .· " 
later note,Jai/break.21 The phototaxis of flowers is repeated·iri( 

the afetheia of a thinking brain: both are strivings toward$'" 

stimulus, Oken wrote, therefore, that that whlch is 'noblest. fi · 

at the anterior extremity of the animal, or in man in the dl'r 

tlon upwards'.22 

The animal coheres with the sun through its brain. 

the Naturphf/osophen invariably saw the skull as a fepetiti~f:1:. 

of the shape of a star or a planet. Oken impressed upon .bf 
readers that '[a]ngular forms are imperfect' and the 'm_ot". 
spherical a thing is' the 'more perfect and divine is it'.23 Friedric 

Tiedemann (1781-1861) similarly stressed that all 'organic b(J(j 

ies [betray] a form more or !ess round'. 24 Ergo, the conceMr-tC) 

pairing of inner encephalon and outer skull becomes the·pi·' 

nacle of this universal stratal and spheriform striving. AcCOi{. ·, 
ingly, John Christian Reil ( 1759-1813) celebrated. th: 

'marble-white vau!t'-and its many-folded Innards-as bearirig'. 

an entire 'planet' of representations and cogitations Withiri/ 
whilst accordingly therefore also outwardly resembling th~~? 
'image of this original archetype in which the head is shaped':') 

21. Schelling, The F'tlilo~ophical Rupture bet,,,,_:,en Rchte and Sch&/Jinr;, 20,t·.,i·· 

22. Oken, Elements of Physiophi/osophy, 362. For Oken, the 'eoaphi!il~GfI 
animals merely hold an antagonism between outside and inside. As soon eu~
head appears, however, this antagonism shifts 'for the first time' to that 'b·(. ::,~:;"ff· 
tween head and trunk'. Such antagonistic dynamism presents the evolutionerJ,,):';i_!/2tJ·:-· ,~~~;::~:hi,' ~;:,v,duated self-consrnousness. See Oken, Elements of Ph)'O~ Jf 
23. Oken, Elements of Physiophi/osophy, 29. 

~~nd:n~~~~:~a
1
n
1
~ Physwlog,e des Menschen, tr. J.M. Gully and J. Huntor j{ 

0 planet.25 Because a brain contains a world, it is no wonder 

that it morphologically resembles one. Joseph Gorres (1776-

18-48) slmilarly claimed that nature's universal pursuit of sphe

roid morphologies culminates in the animal brain, and he wrote 

that. ·1n this, the encephalon repeats the structure of the solar 

system itself: with a solar central fire or seat of personality, at 

the core-where he notes the azygous and unpaired nature 

of deep brain structures-with concentric depositions, of 

planetary orbits in the solar system or of neural functions in 

the brain, moving outwards towards the epigene extremity. 

(One, of course, recalls Jung's 'geology of personality'.) G6rres 

similarly compared the brain's layout to the strat"1graphic layer

ing of the earth and its plutonic depths.26 'The planet is a brain', 

Oken concluded.27 

Such notions were inevitable. Stephen Jay Gould dubs them 

an 'inescapable consequence' of naturphilosophisch thinking.28 

Recapitulation, indeed, is nothinQ but Fichtean identity re-stated 

naturallstical!y: 'A=A' encapsulates repetition with iterative dif

ference, tying palingenesls into caenogenesis, legitimating 

ontogeny's retracing of phylogeny. Nevertheless, if 'everything' 

·1s contained ·1n the Absolute Idea, then the !dea contains ter

restrial geohistory. And the nascent science of geology was 

contemporaneously revealing the crushing majority of the 

planet-in both time and space-to be gigantically dead. 

25. J.C. Reil, 'Fragmente Uber die Bildung des kleinen Gehirns im Menschen', 

Archiv f0r die Physio/ogie 8 (1808), 1:58: 3. 

26. J. G6rres, 'Gall's Schadellehre', Jenaische A/lgemeine Uteratur 6 (1805), 

50-56, 

27. L Oken, Ober dos Urnversum a/s Fortsetzung des Sinnensystems 

(1808), 33. 

28. Gould, Ontogeny and Phylogeny, 35-9. 
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Previously, adherence to the aforementioned Law of Conti', 

ity had prohibited such cogitation: Continuity's infinite divts'( 

ity formats containment as interminable self-similarity: thds\ 

life must contain or be contained by other lives ac;i_ i(Jfinit 
leading to the optimistic Enlightenment view of existence·_,~ 

telescopically placental or infinitely organic.29 Accordingly,: e;;f;. 

Earth's hypogene depths were once considered vital and p ·i"• 
ulated-all of its matter essentially biogenic-and all de-8 

or inorganicity merely temporary deviation from organic_b8( 

line. Erasmus Darwin ( 1731~1802) had even subscrlbed·tQ ·, 
.. 

form of 'geozoism' by arguing that the entire lithosphere-~_E('. 

essentially b·,ogenic and interminably populated. Inspired by. tfi · 

discovery of islands produced by coral reefs, he and othe:t',, 

theorized a primordial and biotic 'nucleus of the earth'.co 

posed of minute animalcules, that, in the 'long series of tinl 

sequentially excreted and deposited 'solid strata'-thus pt 
cedurally 'germinating' a solid planet from compost.30 It is 

a planet that generates life, but life that generates a 

29. There was a healthy seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 

theories proposing the earth as hollow and inwardly populated. Edmond 

filled by an ongoing explosive emanation of inner 0

UGHT
0

• This was 

ten-thousand-kilometer-wide 'void' ot value was still deemed 

See J. Leslie, Elements of Natural History, Volume First. Including 

and Hydrostatics, 2nd edition (Edinburgh, 1829), 4'19-53; see also E. 
'An Account of the Cause of the Change of the Variation of the M,,,n0Mol ,; 
Needle with an Hypothesis of the Structure of the Internal Parts of the 

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society 26 (1692), 563-87; and GD 
Casanov, L'lcosameron (Prague, 1787). 

30. See E Darw·1n, The Botanic Garden (London: Routledge, 2 vols., 2017)_, 

vol.1.187. 

This 'amniotic' sense of belonging soon changed, however. As 

mentioned, it was during this era that the word 'inorganic' 

gained its modern, scientific meaning. During the middle of the 

eighteenth century, geoscientists began discussing how 'pri

meval' or granitic strata contain no fossil traces. Jean-Andre 

Deluc (1727-1817) proposed that they must have 'been pro

duced antecedently to the existence of organized bodies upon 

our globe'.31 Goethe thereafter bore witness to 'peaks [that] 

have never given blrth to a living being and have never devoured 

[one], for they are before all life and above all life'," One palae

ontologist lyrically encapsulated the menace of such a prospect, 

talking of an 'eltritch-wor!d uninhabitate, sunless and moon

less and seared in the angry light of supernal fire'.33 

Georges Cuvier ( 1769-1832), whose own cerebral mass 

infamously weighed a gargantuan 6-4 ounces, soon calculated 

that '[o]nly about 1/1,6oo of the diameter of the earth [has] yet 

been penetrated',34 Life, Schopenhauer accordingly noted. was 

just a 'mouldy film' atop a titanically dead telluric hulk.35 (Even 

worse, this 'death' is not static nor inert, but ductile and churn

ing: Schelling accordingly wrote of how the 'geological 

31. J.-A, Oeluc, An Elementary Treatise on Geology: Determining Fun

damental Points in that Science, and Containing an Examination of Some 

Modern Geological Systems, and Particularly of the Huttonian Theory of the 

Earth (London, 1809), '11. 

32. JW. Goethe, Collected Works, ed. V. Lange et al. (Berlin: Suhrkamp, 12 

vols., 1988), vol. 12, 132. 

33. T Hawkins, Memoirs of Jchthyosauri and Plesiosauri; Extinct Monsters 

of the Ancient Earth, with Twenty-Eight Plates Copied from Specimens in 

the Author's Collection of Fossil Organic Remains (London, 1834), 51. 

34. G. Cuvier, Fossil Bones and Geological Catastrophes, tr. M.J.S. Rudwick 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 85. 

35. Schopenhauer, World as Will and Representation, vol. 2, 3. 
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226 hypothesis of uplift' rendered ground itself no longer 'cef{ 
and lowtu/'. )36 · · 

And so, in faithful pursuit of the recapltulatory notio'tt:o 
containment of prior stages, the Naturphi!osophen wereiM 
by their own principles, to an incredibly troubling notion, if.nd~i 
sis contains all of this (all of earth's strata upon strata of ,m-q--{ 
ter entirely removed from all organicity or even any orQ :-< · 

utility), then roughly -1,599/1,6ooth of noesis is unavoidabl 

hostile and opaque towards itself (life and thought is mere10lt 

'mouldy film' wrapped around its own titanic death). If the plar\~f 

is a brain, only a vanishingly small amount of its trillion-cub_il 

kilometre volume is not llthified and dead. And, as intirriat~J:: 
above, it was in attempting to internalize-or digest-..':th:i: {~t 
planet's magmic inorganic depths that Spirit developed.thS\;y~;i,;. 
ulcer we now call the Unconscious. In other words, Recapi:±~i 

lation's attempt to retain Identity through Natural Histo[,£~/,' 

temporal torsion ended up sacrificing idealism's Law of co~· 
nuity (at every psychic and somatic level): the sAlf-irlAn·ticsl 

telescopic inclusions of Leibniz's prior 'fractal vita!ism' 

became internal heterogeneity and layered 

stratification: the internal trace of Grand Time). Idealist 

tainment spectacularly intussuscepted into a IA,1Ac-c,,ke 

internalised self-exclusion: this was the invention of 

ical Depth, or the evagination of telescoping self-inclusion 

lnvaginated and stratigraphic self-exclusion. And so, this is 

Schopenhauer could finally state that consciousness 'is 

mere surface of the mind, and of this, as of the globe, we 

not know the interior, but only the crust'. 37 !t is clearly for these 

36. FWJ. Schelling, Historical-critical Introduction to the Ph!,'o,c,ph, 

tho/agy, tr. M. Richey and M. Zieelsberger (Albany, NY: SUNY Press. 2007), 

37. Schopenhauer, World as Will and Representation, vol. 2, 136. 

reasons that Kant sympathized so easily with the 'consterna

tion' one feels when one realises one has never stood on solid 

ground. 

Unsurprisingly, models of organism at the time became 

strikingly strata!: CA F. Kluge talked of the 'somaphere', 'zob

sphere', and 'neurosphere': C.W. Hufeland of a 'vegetative sphere' 

inclosed within an 'anlmal sphere'; C.G. Carus of the 'derma

toskeleton', 'sp!anchnoskeleton' and 'neuroskeleton'~all nested 

sequentially. Transliterating this psychologically, Schelling wrote 

of how one's true biography would interpose all of cosmologi

cal history; he noted, however, that many 'turn away' from the 

inhospitable 'depths' that are, therefore, 'concealed within 

themselves'.38 We 'shy away' from 'glances into the abysses of 

the past' which remain within us 'as much as the present'.39 

These 'unfathomable depths' are 'what is o!dest in nature': its 

inorganlc and uninhabitate past. For the first time, the body 

was unravelled into exploded constellation of divergent tempos 

and heterochronies: '[i]n the bones of animals the soils are 

hardened, and their veins conduct metallic content'."1° Com

parative anatomy became chrono-locomotion. Bones are 

genuine transportations of the inorganic past into the organic 

present, each organ an epoch suspended. Recapitulation 

granularizes and modularises monolithic time: disarticulating 

embodiment's continuities and homogeneities into radically 

divergent moments. 

38. F.W.J. Schelling, Ages of the World, 3-4. 

39. Ibid., 31. 

40. Schelling, First Outline, 58. 
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L5. COSMIC HISTORY 
AS A SERIES OF OSSICLES 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-183~) was more than a poet. 

He was also a deep-thinking, ambitious philosopher. Through

out his life he was obsessed with 'the secret recesses, the 

sacred adyta of organic life',1 and following this guiding thread 

ultimately led him deep into 'the dark groundwork of our nature'.2 

Plagued by personal demons~many resulting directly from 

his philosophical investigations-he never quite successfully 

transmitted this into print. however. His systematic vision, what 

there is of it, remains fragmented throughout his voluminous 

private notebooks. Nonetheless, he was an astute, syncretic, 

yet wildly idiosyncratic thinker. 

Reading Thomas Browne in the opening years of the 1&:ios, 

Coleridge had already remarked that 'the History of man for 

the g months preceding his Birth would probably be far more 

interesting & contain events of greater moment [than] all [the 

life I that follow[ s ]'. 3 He thereafter envisioned a Shandean situ

ation whereby the writing of this foetal epitome would take 

'4,000 years'-easily filling '300 volumes'-and thus the hapless 

author would 'die in a Dream' before they even reached their 

birth.,i This, of course, fs because the prenatal comprises the 

1. ST Coleridge, Hints Towards the Formation of a more Comprehensive 

Theory of Life, ed. S.B. Watson (London: Churchill, 18.'.18), 500. 

2, S.T. Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, ed. W.J. Bate and J. Engel! (Princeton, 

NJ: Princeton University Press, 2 vols., 1983), vol. 2, 216. 

3. S.T. Coleridge, Marginalia, ed. H.J. Jackson and G. Whalley (Princeton, 

NJ: Princeton University Press, 6 vols., 1980-2001), vol. t 750 . 

.'.!. S.T. Coleridge, The Notebooks, ed. K. Coburn (London: Routledge, 

5 vols.,, 1957-2002), vol. 4, 4565, 4646. 
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whole of cosmic evolution. Nonetheless, having recently'st ·, 

ied German, post-Kantian philosophy soon provided Co!ed 
with the tools and determination to write this prenata~ ch· 
icle, or, in Coleridge's words, the 'omni scibi/e of human NatU 
what we are, & how we become what we are'. And yet, fr6·"' 

the outset he remarked to his friends-with perfect pr'eS · 

ence~that 'between me & this work there may be a Dea\h 
Becoming an ardent teutophile, Coleridge read Kant a:·.' 

Fichte widely and deeply (he even dabbled in Hegel, thoy~~i 

only cursorily). He lays solid claim to the title of the first real 

British post-Kantian thlnker.6 However, he simply could_t{~I 
accept what he called Fichte's 'subjective idolism'. This wa . 
because of what he called 'hostility to NATURE'.7 >cM,·rlic,n1,,. 

Coleridge spoke of the 'emancipat[ion]' by 'Schelling & 

Physiosophists (Naturphilosophen) from the monkish 

Fichtean pan-egoistic Idealism'. This was a 'ris[ing] above 

point of Reftection [ to l contemplate the births of and sv• ,.vv•v,;, 

of things', he commended.8 lt is telling, in this regard, 

eridge singled out Kant's enigmatic description of the 

project as an 'epigenesis of pure reason': he deemed this 

tian turn of phrase the 'knot of the whole system'.9 

he saw that Noturphifosophie offered the tools to unravel 

knot (to spread out its surfaces, lay it bare). 

5. S.T. Coleridge, Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. 

Griggs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 6 vols., 195Q-71), vol. 2, 949. 

6. See M. Class, Coleridge and Kantian Ideas in England, 

(London: Bloomsbury, 2012): and P. Hamilton, Coleridge and German Phllosa,,'.i 
phy: The Poet in the Land of Logic (London: Continuum, 2007). 

7. Coleridge, Biographio Literario, vol. 1, 157-60. 

8 Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4. 4839. 

9. Coleridge, Marginalia, vol. 3,242. 

philosophy, therefore, is the panacea to 'the many phantoms, 

with which the whole continuity both of Nature and Thought 

is crumbled down in modern Analysis':10 this is because Schell

ing offers not just another physics or physiology but a 'Phi

losophy of Physics & Physiology'-a map with which to access 

those adyta. 11 

Coleridge read Schelling's System sometime around 1813, 

and the Entwurf in 1815,12 and subsequently requested all of 

Schelllng's works not already in his possession.13 He also 

devoured Steffens at around this time, whom he sometimes 

commended above Sche\ling.1~ Despite distancing himself from 

Naturphi/osophie after 1818 (often deriding 'Okenisms' in his 

notebooks), Coleridge never stopped consuming their works 

nor gave up their core principles. Indeed, recapitulation had 

become a central tenet of his worldvlew. He would write of 

how, in nature's 'activities', ascending forms are produced before 

being 'abandon[ed] to inferior powers' (i.e. becoming perma

nent and mature forms of lower organisms), which themselves 

'repeat a similar metamorphosis according to their kind'. These 

are 'not fancies', conjectures, or even hypotheses, but facts'.
15 

One can clearly see, he pointed out, that the 'human Foetus 

exists as a Plant, an Insect, and an Animal', 16 and thus in 'the 

embryonic Structure, the Vita uterina, the higher animal Classes 

10. Coleridge, NotebookS, vol. 4, 4552. 

11. Ibid., vol. 4, 5464. 

12. See Coleridge, Marginalia, vol. 4. 

13. Coleridge, Letters, vol. '1, 665. 

14. See Coleridge, Marginalia, vol. 5. 

15. S.T. Coleridge, Aids to Reflection, ed. J.B. Beer (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 1993), 398-9. 

16. Coleridge, Marginalia, vol. 2, 1026. 
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is found as the regular and permanent form, the[. 

ura, of some lower grade'. 17 

With these recapitulatory tools in tow, an older Coleri9~J 

teamed up with his doctor and protege, Joseph Henry Gre~' 

(1791-1863), in order to systematize what they both calledi' 

'Physiogony', or universal genetic history. Coleridge proc!a·i~f/::C', 

that the 'high prerogative' of his and Green's physiogoni 

'Method is that each Evolute suggests the next, and throwi,t 

back lrght on all the former'." Elsewhere he described this'; 

physiognomic project as 'a Nature-history on a new sche~_~{) 

of Classification': the scheme of 'Powers·.-,9 (This novel dir9 

tion-inspired by Schelling's Stufenfo/ge-came 

of products qualitatively different from their 

Coleridge wrote, therefore, of 'the great problem of the 

tfp/icatfon of Powers in Nature-, the generative 

I mean; of their progressive potenziation, A(4 being as 

Unit as N1, and the latter together with N 2 , and A(3 rArnAininli\-'3 

and co-existing with N 4'.
21 In other words, the problem of 

it is that ties together the arrival of the new and the 

of. the old in nature's developmental series. Physiogony's en.,,wA.r '" 

was that each individual product is qualitatively distinct frc,m0 c'-'''· 
yet simultaneously also contains-all of its precursors. 

17. ST Coleridge, Shorter Works and Fragments, ed. H.J. 

Jackson (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2 vols., 1995), vol. 

18, Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 5, 6519. 

19. Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4, 472'1. 

20. Coleridge, like Schelling, followed devebprnents in chemistry 

See TH, Levere, Poetry Realized in Nature: Samuel 

21. Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4, 5150. 

abstract formalization of recapitulation was the 'high preroga

tive'. Continuing this grand vision, six years after Coleridge's 

death, Green went on to give a 'Recapitulatory Lecture' to the 

Roya\ College of Surgeons in 18L10, wherein he chronicled the 

outlines of this project, telling a story of how the cerebrospinal 

system pieced itself together, across evolutionary time, through 

various dialectical deformations on the way from mollusc to 

insect to brain (the parenchymal mollusc represents life 'drawn 

inward'; the exoske!etal insect represents life 'thrown outward'; 

and only \n the synthesis of these antipodes does one derive 

the equipoise of the vertebrate CNS).22 

Studying naturphilosophische texts, Coleridge had previ

ously postulated that geology's developmental series 

'conclude(s)', within us, in our inorganic 'Teeth and Bones', 23 

Dentition is orogeny. Mineralization streaks through organic 

form: from basic examples like 'Shells' to 'Mother-of-Pear\' and 

'egg' up to 'cartilage' and the chitinous carapaces of 'Lobster

Claws'; 'still higher, Zoophytes [i.e. corals] repeat the process'; 

and, at 'the summit', 'Bone' and 'Teeth' conclude the conserva

tion, or reuptake, of the geological into the bio\ogical.24 In a 

vision arguably even more fevered than that of Kubie Khan, 

Coleridge thus witnessed \ithic externality snaking its way 

throughout organic inner time: he noted that annelids 'deposit 

a calcareous stuff' as if they have to 'drag about' a piece of the 

planet's 'gross mass' wh\lst also observing that, in the 'insect', 

this mineral 'residuum' has 'refined \tse\f' into a carapace; in 

'fishes and amphibians it is driven back or inward' into an 

endoske\eton: and, at the pinnacle, this inwardification of stone 

22. Green, Vital Dynamics, 35-6. 

23. ST Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4, 4565, 4646. 

24. Ibid., vol. 4, 4580, 
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23' climaxes in humanity's grand 'osseous structure'. Oken, 

had said that 'the skeletal system is the reappearance of 

etism [within] the human'." In Coleridge's eyes, the 'phys;{ 

hardness of the insensitive nail' could thus be acc-o~r1t~tlJ' 
as a type of temporal nonlinearization.26 (One need only.-1t/' 

at Deleuze's fingernails.) Notably, the German for 'vertebf 

Wirbel, also denotes 'spiral' or 'vortex': each osseous whof}:: 
cyclone in time. The 'Bones of the Human Ear furnish a reni 

able Instance' of such 'retroition', Coleridge noted, for ·-~e 
ing depends' on the 'vibrations' of 'felsenharten', or rock-fi'a 

'adamantine bones'. (Sound propagates through 'solids' a 

'even deaf people hear through' skeletal transmission, he-p .. .,-,: 

dered.) Thus, one can arrive at the 'profound[ ... ] derivation-of, 

the Auditua\' from the 'zwoµeTON\tKov' (zoometo/lic).27 'SdUhd~' 
is volatile Meta\', he glossed, envisioning that hearing ari$9:f 

from the sonority of miniature mountain-ranges. 28 (Our hGE!{ 
ing apparatus derives, indeed, from the otollths, or crystan'rh:i{ 

inorganic accelerometers, found in ancient fish.) This ideE(t.if 

the audible as a form of mineral retroition comes from Ok0hf 
who impressed upon his readers that hearing was part of~~ ,-, 

'metallic system of animality' and claimed that one cou!d 

fore trace an unbroken line from the bones of the inner 

down through the spinal column right into the metallic 

of the earth, All of this, he remarked, forms one grand 

tied bone system: 'aH just one row of ossicles' 

various forms from ore to spine to cochlea. 'The ear 

25. Oken, Ober dos Universum als Fortsetzung des Sinnensystems, 41. 

26. ST. Coleridge, Theory of Lite (London: Churchill, 1848), 550, 511. 

27. S.T. Coleridge, Morgfna/ia, vol. 5, 294. 

28. Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4, 4929. 

onward as a soul into the bones, and these flow as a soul into 

the metallic skeleton of the planet'.28 

Bodies are thus temporal manifolds. Yet their coevality can 

splinter. The primal past 'continues to be incessantly active in 

individuals', Schelling intoned, and it can 'break through once 

again'30-the 'opening of the floodgates' between past and 

present that John Hughlings Jackson would later speak of. 

Indeed, following this guiding thread led Coleridge to dis

turbing results. Reading Schelling's Freiheit essay, he was 

arrested by the German philosopher's geohistoricist and cata

strophist vision of nature's tendency to sink, again and again, 

'back into chaos' (as evidenced by 'previous world collapses' 

and the continuation of their fossil 'monuments' into the 

present).31 Coleridge was struck by this, proposing that such 

'sinkings back' and pathological persistences of the past might 

provide a 'Theory of Hydatids' and 'other excrescences of Life'.32 

( Hydatids, notably, are cystic growths that are prone-like the 

pineal gland-to ca/ciffcation.) Going beyond the hypotheses 

of the Victorian doctors who treated railway spine, he thus 

went on to diagnose 'nervous diseases' as the recidivist erup

tion of 'ante-organic activity [in] the nerves'.33 Disease isn't just 

relapse into a prior organic state, but also a resurgence of prior 

inorganic ones. CNS-degeneration, again, as chronopathic 

decentralisation. Describing such time-sicknesses as 'Relapses' 

of nature 'or sinkings back from the organic and viviftc', Col

eridge similarly anticipated Hartmann and Ferecnzi in 

29. Oken, Ober dos Universum a/s Fortsetzung des Sfnnensystems, 35. 

30. F.W.J. Schelling, Philosophical Inquiries into the Essence of Human Free

dom, tr. J. Love and J. Schmidt (Albany. NY: SUNY, 2006), 29 

31. Schelling, Philosophical Inquiries, 43-5. 

32, Coleridge, Marginalia, vol. 4, 431-2. 

33, Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4, 4580. 
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classifying somnambulant states precisely as 'that ~in~baCk::-. 
the Mind into an inanimate animal'. Y1 

Having previously speculated that the 'globific tendency' 

granite boulders betrays their desire to become 'planet it~

Coleridge, just like his German peers, observed that the he 

spheric structure of our 'Cerebral Substance' is 'strikingly' c 

posed of a form of 'life' that appears to want to recapitulatEl:·-~ 

'planetary'. Yet he also noted that this 'life' would, of course, ne 

be 'npoupyavlKoc;-' or 'pre-organic'.35 As Kant had mused ma 
decades before, we have only penetrated 'one six thousan~\::-: 

of the earth's stony depth: thus, to proclaim that the brain is'.a 

planet is to admit that we know absolutely nothing about it, 

course, one need only look to afflictions of cerebral calcificatk;'; 

to find instances wherein the grey matter is truly attemptlngj~;:

'repeatthe planetary. Sublimity has a petrifying effect', the G. 
man poet Novalis (1772-1801) once corroborated: the 'lith', 

world' re-erupts cerebrally as a 'mineral-cortex' intruding 'inward._'..\ 

Perhaps sublimity primarily activates the pineal gland? 

These troubling implications of Naturphifosophie are,.JD:

part. what caused Coleridge eventually to shun it. Such imp!!' 

cations violated his theistic principles. But even when he 

ebrated the divine in man, those darker threads never quit 

went away, !none notebook entry extolling human "ncinl,tr,ess 

his philosophical demons get the better of him: 'Man 

seems drawn upward, his Base narrower than his s,,,uu,ue,,,,;: 

Coleridge wrote: '[h]e stoops to procure'-in the acts of 

ing and eating-but 'he enjoys with his face and eyes frnntlna. 

Yl. Coleridge, Marginalia, vol. 1, 664: Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4, 

35. Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. 4, .::1864, vol. 5, 4580. 

36. Novalis, Schriften, ed. P. Kluckholm and R. Samuel (Stuttgart: 
mer, 1977), 100n. 

Fig. 21. 'Headward we gravitate toward the Sun' 

his fellow man' ln social intercourse. However, Coleridge's jubi

lation abruptly segues into a troubled rumination (now in Latin 

for purposes of secrecy) on how the ventro-ventral fumblings 

of sexual intercourse destroy this uprightness as '[h]is eyes 

from above are cast down towards the earth' and the fornica

tor becomes once more 'the servant of Nature and Earth'. 

Tearing himself away from such carnal visions, he concludes 

by ejaculating 'Man truly is A SOLAR ANIMAL': 

With feet adhesive to the earth, we shun, 

Headward we gravitate toward the Sun.37 

37. Coleridge, Notebooks, vol. ii, 4650. 
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As Bataille later declared, however, such celestial orientai:ii:{ 

merely combusts into the precocious futurity of pineal mii~'~' 

alization. Thinking iike a platlet will only give you brain-sand 

'Will is assuredly followed by the appropriate Organs · 
the Butting of the Calf predicts the coming Horns', Colerid'' 

wrote.38 Perhaps if you spend too much time thinking !ikl 
planet. your brain calcifies entirely. Certainly, Coleridge~w •, 

proselytized that 'man must either rise or sink'-worried abdif 
the organic changes just waiting to be unleashed upon.· cf 

bodies given the correct conditions and cues.39 (PictLJri 

morphology as a delicate balance, always ready to be disrupt 

is an unavoidable by-product of the idea that particular: f'D_'::~ 

phologies are arrested stages within a wider series of pas .. 

bilities. Hence why the notion suggested itself to Ballard "" 

much as to Coleridge.) Thus, in a strange conjunction of: 

theological and nature-philosophical, Coleridge rallied this as' 

strange quasi-naturalistic explanation for devils and 

presuming that an imbalance of organic forces could 

devolutionary 'descent' of healthy cranial bone-growth 

What a Devil is a Man-beast! What a Beast is the Oevil!~0 

Behind Jackson's heterochronic 'floodgates' \ie the 

factions and protuberances of horn and tail. Following 

Coleridge's autopsy-performed by Green-would 

38. Coleridge, Marginalia, vol. 5, 51. 

39. Coleridge, Bfographia UteranO, vol. 1, 241-2. 

40. Coleridge. Marginalia, vol.1, 626. 

strange 'organic changes' in the poet-philosopher's body. Green 

recorded that Coleridge's was a '"body of the death" in which 

to live was a continued dying'. 41 

Romanticism is where Spinal Catastrophism proper first 

ignited. lntimations stretch from the era's beginning to its end. 

Already in 178LJ the Parisian diarist Louis-Sebastien Mercier 

( 17Ljo-181LJ) wrote of an 'uninterrupted tradition' of 'antient dis

asters', running from the 'visible traces of profound ruins and 

devastations which are spread over the surface of the earth' 

all the way into the 'terrors' that are subtly 'engraved in the 

fibres of human brains'.~2 By 1&j5, De Quincey was talking of 

the 'convulsions' that inscribe 'themselves successively upon 

the palimpsest of your brain [in] endless strata [of] forgetful

ness'-precisely as the 'primary convulsions' of geohistory 

successively scarred our 'dark planet'. For De Quincey (who 

noticed that the 'virtual time' of dreams was 'ridiculous to 

compute' in scales 'commensurate with human life' and must 

instead be measured in 'aeons' and 'diameters of the earth'), 

certain minds are undoubtably 'truer than others to the great 

magnet in our dark planet': 

Minds that are impassioned on a more colossal scale than ordinary, 

deeper in their vibrations, and more extensive in the scale of their 

vibrations [will] tremble to greater depths from a fearful convul

sion. end will come round by a longer curve of undulations.~3 

41. Coleridge, Shorter Works and Fragments, voL 2, 1522-3. 

42. L.-S. Mercier, Mon bonnet de nuit (Paris, 2 vols., 1784), vol. 1, 7 

43. T. De Quincey, Suspiria de Protundls, in Confessions of on English Opium

Eater and Other Writings, ed. R. Morrison (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2013), 194, 154, 121. 
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2"10 'Upon entering deep [into] barren, rocky chasms', wrote Go~t 

'I felt for the first time that I envied the poets': for, 'in spea 

of primal beginnings', he proclaimed, 'we should speak Prir}i 
i.e. poetically'. '1'1 In a theoretical framework with.in 

vidual consciousness was interpretable only as a retrocirA,i" 

amnesia for its own preconscious cosmogenesis, there 

not but be a porous border between geognostic 

and poetic enthusiasm, Precisely this porosity looks 

to many of the figures we have explored in our secret 

from Ballard to Velikovsky. Yet in order to finally locate the 

first kindling of the notion of Spinal Catastrophism, 

travel back before Romanticism and to a spat between a 

and his tutee. 

4Ll, Goethe, Collected Works, vol. 12, 137. One of Lewis's enemies, the 

tric American endocrinologist and glandular romanticist LDuis Berman, 

1921 that 'the animal [is] formed by the agglutinations of millions of years, 

that it is hence composed of parts of different ages and pedigrees, 

recent[ ... ] The primitive chassis of the mechanism, so to speak, 

vegetative nervous system [and it} is the most deeply rooted 

What warrant is there for the grandiloquence of the phrase: the Olcl0S1.pa,.',;,; 
of the Mind? There is, indeed, room for rhetoric, even poetry, here. For 811 

evidence points to it as the rightful occupant of the throne upon which 

placed his Brownie as the Soul of the Soul'. L. Berman, The Glands 

Personality: A Study of the Glands of Internal Secretion in Relation 

Types of Human Nature (New York: Macmillan, 1922), 10Li. 

Huddled in dirt the reasoning engine lies, 

Who was so proud, so witty, and so wise. 

-John Wilmot, 2nd Earl of Rochester, 

'A Satyre Against Reason and Mankind' (167Li) 

.. the world will be ripe for its great quietus. 

-Edgar Everstson Saltus, 

The Philosophy of Disenchantment (1885). 


